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Fold the stock overHere is the first
place I ran into
trouble. Initially I
just hammered the
fold area flat but
when you make a
bend like this the
inside is compressed
and swells up where
the outside is
stretched and thin.
No amount of flat
hammering would
restore the ½ inch
thickness to the
outside of the bend.

By
Steve Alling, a
MABA member
This will be a
little different
than normal;
people see
these projects
when they are
all finished.
But when you
work through
an idea for
yourself,
you may run
into problems.

I had to start over
and this time use the
pien of the hammer
starting on the inside
of the bend and
work the stock
toward the outside
of the bend.

The finished projects that we put in the newsletter
are often the result of trial and error. Things don’t
always go so well and things have to be done over.
So, on this project I will point out a few places
where I ran into trouble.

Shape the scroll and
drill the hole for the
hinge pin.
This is where if you
don’t maintain the
½ inch thickness
your parts will
wobble.

Mark your stock-

Taper your stock leaving it ½ inch wide.
The Upsetter
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Originally, I had included two tabs that I intended
to bend up to form the hinge, this proved to be a
mistake. I couldn’t get the part held in my drill
press to make parallel holes. Fortunately, I was
able to flatten things out and chisel the two tabs off.



On flat stock like 11 gauge, mark
out the points shown in the drawing
and 90 % of this can be cut with a
grinder and a 1⁄8 inch cut off. You
will need to cold chisel just a few
little spots.

It’s better to form the hinge separately, this way you
can slide in a ½ inch piece of stock to make the
drilling simple.
Then flux just the area you want the braze to be,
otherwise it will follow the flux. Place carefully in
its proper position laying two thin brass wires on
either side and bring to a red heat. The brass will
melt and flow under the part. Then it’s an easy
assembly with a short pin and piening the ends.

In a block of wood, dome the back
plate and make sure it lays flat.



Note: So, you can see what looks like things went
smoothly, is not always the case.
MABA Editors note: We think the person that
received this in Iron in the Hat was lucky you
worked through your idea! And thanks for the
project.
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3) Cut stock part way through, at 3-½ inches with a
hardie, fold back and forge weld approximately
1-1/2 to 2 inches.
3-½"

1-½"
weld

4) Round up and break corners of welded area.
Taper slightly.

Hoof Pick

By Larry Carrigan, a MABA member

5) Place 1-½ inches of hammer nose in vise and
bend handle down to 90 degrees. Cut handle off at
7-8 inches.

Back in the day, my horse customers liked these
small hammers to put in their saddle bags during
trail rides. Good enough to tighten a loose shoe or
clean out mud or snow.

½ square stock needed.
1) Forge a blunt taper on one side for approximately
1-½ inches.
7 - 8"

1

⁄16"

1-½"

2) Split down the center for 1-½ inches with a blunt
chisel.

Curve the hammer claws.

Chisel
point

The Upsetter
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6) Chisel cold, then hot, mark for rope twist on all
four sides. Twist 1-½ times.







½"

The Upsetter

7) Forge end out on all four sides to form pick.
Bend pick down 90 degrees and flatten out bend
area.

Touch mark or name stamp.

2-½"
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By Ken Glowski, a MABA member
The garden trowel is made from scrap materials.

Begin folding the tang in a swage block to form a
“U” shape.

This trowel is made from the remnants of an old
lawn mower blade, a piece of maple firewood and a
copper ferrule from old water pipe. Your
dimensions will be different depending on what
materials you have on hand.
The blade started out at, 6"x 2-½" x 3⁄16" and the
tang is 1" x 4-½".

Then hammer it into a cylinder.

Cut away the excess material with a band saw, hack
saw or angle grinder with a cutoff wheel.

Start from the center and pein the blade towards the
sides. End up with approximately 6-½" x 3".
The Upsetter

Bend an offset into the tang, approximately 1".
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The handle is made from a piece of maple firewood
that was sawn into a block, 1-¾" x 1-¾" x 10". It
was then turned on a lathe. If you don’t have a
lathe, you can form the handle with a draw knife,
spoke shave or any other carving knife.
The ferrule shown is a piece of ¾" copper. Any
pipe or conduit can be used. Cut a shoulder into
the handle the size of the inside diameter of the
ferrule. Place the ferrule on the handle. Drill a
hole in the handle the size of the tang. Put exterior
glue or epoxy into the handle and insert the tang.
Finish the handle with boiled linseed oil.

Form the blade into a curve in a swage block, table
of the anvil or over the horn.
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Lyons Loop

Start with
12-3⁄4 inches
and bend cold.

By Steve Anderson,
a MABA member

-Make 1

2"

2"

This is another old, traditional iron puzzle along
with the method and measurements I use to make
them.
Stock- all 1⁄4 inch round
1)
Start with
9-½ inches,
scarf ends
and weld ring.

Insert one of the 6 inch rings on the
triangle, forge closed and weld.

-Forge 1

2)
Use two pieces of 17-3⁄4
inch long stock and forge
eyes at both ends starting
at 2-1⁄4 inches from the
end.

Start with
6 inches,
scarf ends
and weld ring.

- Forge 2

-Forge 2
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Use a 2-1⁄4 inch mandrel to form a circle in the
center of each piece as shown.

4) Apply a finishI prefer to use a wire wheel, next apply a thin coat
of Pentetrol, then 3 coats of wax when dry.

Make sure they are mirror images and not identical.

Then create a 5⁄16 inch space between the
bends where they meet on the circle.

3) AssemblyAssemble cold by using a crescent wrench to open
and close the small eyes in a vise.
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Around Otto Bacon’s Shop
By Otto Bacon, a MABA member

I recently picked up some old gym lockers for the
shop. The insides were already outfitted with
plywood shelves, ready to fill with treasures. The
lockers cover up wall space that has peg board and
was the storage space for a number of my small
tools. It was easy enough to just drill some holes
and mount the pegboard racks right on the steel
doors. Now the pliers, screw drivers and files that I
use most are right at hand. I also used magnetic
clips to hold small rulers that I use a lot. The
yellow ruler in the center is a piece of a broken tape
measure, cut off at 4 feet. For most things in the
shop, it is a lot handier than a tape measure. It is
held by a magnetic clip. On the right side of the
cabinet are racks for my wrenches and on the left
side hooks for a dustpan and bench brush. The
lockers were in a paint shop. I kind of like the
patina.

I made a dedicated measure for my bandsaw. The
same idea would work for a chop saw or other
metal cutting saw. I added a stop to the underside
of a metal yardstick so that when I run the stop up
against the casting on the frame of the saw the
blade measures to the center of the blade cut.
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I made a couple modifications to the vise. First I
ground a groove into one jaw face to better hold
round bar stock. I used a grinding wheel on my
angle grinder.

I also ground the right hand end of the jaw square
so that there is a place to rest the work table of the
bandsaw. The original jaw had quite an angle in
this area, which led to crooked cuts or binding of
the saw blade.

This is a cutting vise that I setup for my portable
band saw. The vise is just a cheap, light duty unit
that I found at the scrap yard. The stand is made
from a brake rotor and some conduit. It’s very
light. A hook was added to hold the bandsaw.
Note that the conduit is welded to a plate that is
bolted to the brake rotor. Welding directly to the
rotor is often not successful. I made this the same
height as my big vise so that I can use them both
when I need to clamp long stock.

If you have a portable bandsaw, you know what a
pain it is to store. After using this stand for several
years it finally dawned on me that I could add a
hook and store the saw on the stand.
A side note, old table cloths make great machine
covers for the tools you don't want covered in
blacksmith shop grit. The background in the
picture is the table cloth that is usually covering my
metal lathe.
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Meat or Vegetable Flipper

By Stu Smith, a MABA member

Hopefully when the weather gets warmer and
folks are able to get back together I thought my
meat/vegetable flipper design would be fun to make
and useful when cooking on the grill.
Start with 10" of 3⁄8" square stock and flatten on
the diamond so the stock is forged to approximately
3
⁄16"-1⁄4" thick and 5⁄8"- ¾" wide. (Note: Dimension
stated in this article are not set in stone, so it is not
necessary to measure to a gnat’s behind. Use your
eyes to determine pleasing proportions.) After
flattening the stock create the handle by using 6" of
stock to twist approximately 5", leaving
approximately ¾" – 1.00" at the end untwisted for
the eye. The pieces in this article were twisted 2-½
revolutions. Straighten as needed and if you need
to take multiple heats do not worry. I need two
heats to twist the handle.

The next step is to create the eye with a diameter
of ½". This was started by punching a slot that is
approximately 40% of the eye’s circumference
which figures out to be approximately 5⁄8". (Note:
after making the pieces for this article it might be
easier to punch the slot before doing the twist.) I
like facets on the twist I do. The facets were formed
by hammering the twist. If you use facets on your
twist you will notice the flats for the shank and eye
will need to be realigned. Tweak as needed. If you
are happy without the facets omit them. Upset the
slot to a round shape using moderate force blows. I
clamp the piece in the vise using inserts to protect it
The Upsetter

from the vise jaws
sharp edges.
Straighten as needed.
Bring the hole to size
using a ½" diameter
drift, driving it
through from both
sizes.
Now it is time to start the transition from the
handle to the shank. Using a 5⁄16 " spring fuller,
place fuller marks at the end of the twist and
approximately 1.00” further down the flat. Taper
end of twist to fuller mark and taper between the
fuller marks.

Draw out the shank to approximately 3⁄16" thick
being careful not to hammer the stock to thin.
Hammer end to a point and form a hook. I formed
the hook around a ¾" diameter pin. Once the hook
is formed bend over the edge on the anvil. Adjust
hook orientation so the flipper works well in your
hand by flipping an old work glove on the anvil.
Dress up the top of the eye by grinding or filing.
Wire brush as needed and season using cooking oil
or fat.
This article was intended only to be used as a
guide when making this project. Please add your
own personal touches and have some fun. Also
make a hook or decorative nail to display your
flipper.
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The Michigan Artist Blacksmith Association (MABA) -a 501c3 status non-profit organization– is organized exclusively for educational purposes; to encourage and facilitate the
establishment of training programs for aspiring smiths; to disseminate information about sources of material and equipment; to expose the art of blacksmithing to the public; and to serve as a
center of information about blacksmiths for architects, interior designers, other interested groups , and the general public.
Provided credit is given to the author and this publication, permission is granted to reproduce any part of The Upsetter for Non Profit purposes. The editor is the author of all
material herein unless otherwise stated.
MABA, its officers, members, and The Upsetter specifically disclaim any responsibility of liability for damages or injuries as a result of any construction, design, use, manufacture,
or other activity undertaken as a result of the use or application of information contained in any article in The Upsetter.
Please direct information for articles, project designs, want ads, and other items of interest to the Editor of The Upsetter. The want ads are free to the membership.
The Upsetter is published bi-monthly in the odd numbered months (January, March, May, July, September, November). The deadline for time-sensitive material is 3-1/2 weeks
prior to the release month. Articles, drawings, and photographs may be submitted. For prompt return of items, please include a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

President ‐ Ken Glowski, ‘20
7840 Thornwood St
Canton, MI 48187‐1009
734.459.1065 ‐home
e‐mail: maba2012vp@gmail.com

Secretary ‐ Steven Spoerre, ‘19‐‘20
Editors ‐ Carol & Steven Spoerre
3979 62nd St
Holland, MI 49423‐9788
616.392.1514 ‐home
e‐mail: mabaeditors@gmail.com

Vice President ‐ Steve Alling, ‘20
121 Pleasant St
Romeo, MI 48065‐5142
586.752.7016 ‐home
e‐mail: allingjan@yahoo.com

Web Editor ‐ Carol Spoerre
Website ‐ www.miblacksmith.org
Demonstration Coordinator ‐ Rod Lange
30035 Prescott Rd
Romulus, MI 48174‐9709 ‐cell
734.552.1312
e‐mail: rslange@me.com

Treasurer ‐ Stu Smith, ‘20‐‘21
4510 Baker Rd
Bridgeport, MI 48722‐9597
989.321.1622 cell (dropped land line)
e‐mail: mabatreas@gmail.com

***Please print***

Spouse: ____________________ Family members:_______________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________
City:_________________________________________________________ State: ______
Zip code: ____________ +4 _________ Phone: (_______)________________ Cell/Home
E‐mail: ________________________________________ Publish/Do not publish in roster
Forging skill: ___ Beginner ___ Intermediate ___ Advanced

Treasurer’s Notes

Smithing areas of interest_______________________________

$$$ Received: ____________

Make checks / MO’s payable to “MABA”
Canadian applicants must have their bank certify
& stamp the payment as US Funds

Stu Smith, MABA Treasurer
4510 Baker Rd
Bridgeport, MI 48722‐9597
New/Lapsed

Renewal (Due December)

Check #: ________________
Date: _____ /_____ /______
Good through: _________

***Please circle.***

Regular

$25‐ 1yr

$20‐1yr

$40‐2yrs

$60‐3yrs

Family

$30‐ 1yr

$25‐1yr

$50‐2yrs

$75‐3yrs

Senior(65+)

$20‐ 1yr

$15‐1yr

$30‐2yrs

$45‐3yrs

Contribution

$______ Thank You!
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***MABA requires a signed and dated liability release form to be included with your dues.***

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Mail to:

MICHIGAN ARTIST
BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION
LIABILITY RELEASE FORM

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

I, the undersigned, realizing the potential hazards
involved in the craft of blacksmithing will not hold the
MICHIGAN ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION, its
officers, demonstrator(s), or host(s) responsible in the
event of any accident or injury incurred during an
association function or at any time a sponsored
activity concerning blacksmithing or metal working is
occurring.
I am aware of the requirement to wear safety glasses
during association demonstrations and will do so. I
am also aware of the possibility of hearing damage
due to the nature of the craft and accept the
responsibility of taking the necessary steps to protect
my hearing.
It will be my responsibility to inform any family
member or guest that I may bring to a demonstration
of potential dangers and advise them of all necessary
precautions.

Your Signature is REQUIRED below:
_________________________________________
____________________________________________
Guardian signature required if applicant is under 18 yrs old.

Date:

_____/_____/_____

